FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE!

!

VALERIE CARBERRY JOINS !
RICHARD GRAY GALLERY AS PARTNER!

!

Chicago, IL, May 1, 2015—Richard Gray Gallery, established in 1963,
announces the appointment of Valerie Carberry as Partner. She joins
Partners Paul Gray, Andrew Fabricant and Richard Gray.!

!

“Richard Gray Gallery is a standard bearer for quality, expertise and
integrity in the field of Modern and Contemporary Art,” said Carberry,
who comes to Richard Gray Gallery from over a decade leading Valerie
Carberry Gallery in Chicago. “It is an honor to be invited to join the
gallery as a partner and to be able to play a role in shaping its future.” !

!

During its thirteen year history, Valerie Carberry Gallery produced over
fifty solo and group exhibitions of Modern and Contemporary art. The
gallery was elected to the Art Dealers Association of America in
2008 and exhibited at international art fairs such as Art Basel Miami
Beach, The Art Show and The Armory Show in New York.!

!

“I have long admired Valerie’s seriousness, professionalism and
integrity as a colleague,” said Richard Gray Gallery Partner Paul Gray.
“Valerie brings great insight and expertise in American Modern art, and
her partnership measurably strengthens the gallery’s ability to serve
artists, estates and a demanding international clientele.”!

!
About Richard Gray Gallery!
!

Founded in 1963, Richard Gray Gallery is one of the leading dealers in
Modern and Contemporary American and European art with locations
in Chicago and New York. The gallery offers exceptional works by
twentieth century masters and represents internationally recognized
and mid-career artists with a focused program of exhibitions and artist
publications. !

!!

For inquiries please contact:!
Gan Uyeda!
Richard Gray Gallery!
312.642.8877!
gu@richardgraygallery.com
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